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FADE IN:

1 INT. PRISTINE LAVATORY - AFTERNOON 1

A stall door opens as a flushing toilet sputters to a halt.

JOEY (20), neatly dressed, emerges, adjusting his cuffs as

he strolls towards the row of sinks.

His gaze floats vertically; he meets his reflection with an

ivory sneer.

In a precisely symmetrical manner, he pulls the knobs equal

distance, and water spits out with irregular flow.

Joey transfers to the next spout over (on his

right), replaying the motions.

With a constant stream, he evenly washes his hands.

Utilizing this next mirror to brandish his hair, he forces a

polite smile, preparing to exit the empty room.

The smile fades and Joey swivels slightly when he notices a

small BLACK SPEC on his face: directly under his left eye,

not below the bottom of his nose.

He further cranes his neck to frame the intruder’s presence.

First he rubs it with his finger, but it doesn’t come off.

So he adds more pressure, but still no difference. He

scratches furiously to no avail.

He finally splashes his face with water.

In the short distance to the towel dispenser (further

right), droplets fall, his arched back (and neck) causes

them to miss his attire and dot the floor.

He mats his face in towel as he rises to the new mirror

closest to him. He liesurly unmasks himself, subtle fear in

the facial expression underneath. His face is revealed as

slightly reddened, but otherwise clear.

Absently looking down in his release, he sees the spots

littering the floor.

Crouching to the ground, he soaks up the dots, careful not

to let his now-clean skin touch the tile.

Joey proceeds to the proficient sink and screen pair

(middle), head down to dry the wet area around it.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 2.

Once it appears virgin as before, his head rises to face

himself yet again, but the spec has resumed, crisp and

present.

Joey backpedals and the dot pauses.

He then oscillates mirrors back and forth, to reveal that

the smudge only exists in the left picture.

With more respect than before, he stops to eye the dot.

Joey dampens his remaining paper towels and gives one more

go, scrubbing furiously with no change.

He transfers to the no-dot mirror and touches the spot on

his face where it should be, his face considerable redder,

feeling around on the glass, assessing the corresponding

region.

Switching mirrors, he reaches out to do the same thing, but

before making contact, he realizes that now there are two

dots on his face, another towards his ear on his right

cheek.

Joey polishes the surface (with towel), but neither dots

come off.

His index finger reaches for the mirror. As it approaches

touching, the reflection finger halts. It stops mimicking

the real appendage as they are about to come into contact

with one another.

The physical finger continues forward as its echo begins to

retreat. When Joey’s finger reaches the mirror it isn’t

stopped by it’s counterpart and passes right through the

surface. His finger is only a few centimeters into the

mirror, still visible on the other side, when he observes

this and quickly retracts it.

The two pairs of eyes lock onto each other as Joey stares in

disbelief.

He then blinks hard and closes his eyes, rubbing his eyelids

and temple with his palms.

When he lowers his hands he flinches, this time seeing a

large gash in addition to his reflection-self’s marks: a

line on the face’s left side stretching from the lip’s edge

to the outer brow.

He instinctively clutches his face, feels nothing, then

reaches for the mirror and is let in again.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 3.

A few inches of his hand passes through as the second body

breaks unison, along with it’s eyes, which dart to Joey’s

face.

Again he recoils almost instantly, like he already forgot

the events from seconds before. It only takes a few moments

for Joey to try again, this time jamming his hand against

the mirror in conjunction with his copy.

He presses a few times along different parts of the mirror,

but nothing gives way.

Joey positions to pull the mirror off the wall.

He struggles but it won’t budge.

He adjusts his grip and strains some more, but nothing

works.

The mirror’s periphery reveals a crowbar against the wall in

the corner.

Joey’s suspicious expression illustrates his surprise that

he hadn’t noticed it before.

The look maintains as he walks to and from its location,

inspecting it with his hands, the first thing since the

smudge to hold any degree of his attention.

Joey uses it to pry the mirror loose, with relative ease.

He sets the items on the bathroom tile.

Kneeling over the floor-mirror, he sees the ceiling, the

reflection has disappeared entirely.

Semi-fazed, he puts his legs through.

Sitting on the floor now, he lowers himself all the way in.

A couple seconds pass, then Joey re-emerges, climbing up and

out of the mirror, except now he has two dots and a gash on

his face.

He snags the mirror off the floor with a grin.

Then he scoops up the crowbar, on the way to the sinks, and

flings it into the mirror like it’s a bag.

Next, he flips the panel around to its opposite side, which

has another reflective surface on it that Joey hadn’t seen.
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CONTINUED: 4.

He re-affixes it to the wall and uses it to aid him rub the

dots off his face. They don’t come off entirely but he

doesn’t seem to care. He hastily half-washes his hands and

ruffles his hair and leaves.

Alt:

2 INT. MIRROR IMAGED BATHROOM - AFTERNOON 2

In an identical but left-right reversed-image version of the

bathroom, the real Joey’s legs emerge from a mirror on the

floor. They flop, in a coffin pose, onto a puddle of

crumpled parchment as the rest of his body follows.

He sits up off of the damp papers, paying them little mind,

and attempts a dizzy stand.

A crowbar slipping out of the portal coincides with Joey’s

rising eye-level meeting the reciprocal versions of the

mirrors.

The sound of metal screeching and sliding across the floor

is trumped by the sight of absent reflections in every

mirror; they only show the world around him.

Completely absorbed by the lack of his presence, the frame

of the mirror is all he can comprehend.

Snapping out of this stupor, Joey rushes back to his

entrance.

He notices scotch-tape, a sharpie, and bloodied scissors

cluttered within the scraps of paper next to the mirror. A

less crinkled strip, taped together to itself, with compact

pictures bleeding through to both sides, keeps him from

abandoning the scene just yet.

Joey palms the small link and looks closer to recognize his

handwriting on what he now realizes is a möbius strip. He

identifies the images as left hands and follows them across

the path. Upon a full rotation, 7 duplicate drawings later,

he sees it change into a right hand as the image is seen

through the opposite side of the surface: a mirror image of

the original drawing.

Reaching into the mirror, still pre-occupied with the paper,

he hits his hand on something. He looks up to see that the

mirror now shows a wall.



5.

3 INT. ORIGINAL BATHROOM - AFTERNOON 3

The original bathroom looks empty now, just as before. It is

deadly quite. A toilet flushes.

FADE OUT.

THE END


